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Organization continued

Please submit your slides to our amazing support@ipmu.jp .
They take care of uploading etc. ...

mailto:support@ipmu.jp
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Congratulation, Kyohei Mukaida!
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The system

●  Non-relativistic pairs inside an ultra-relativistic plasma background

● Quarkonia: Use pairs as thermometer to understand QGP properties,
and vice versa, understanding of how pairs should behave inside QGP.

● Dark Matter: Heavy WIMP candidates experience automatically long-range 
force effects. Need to predict relic abundance as precisely as possible 
(percent level).

Let us start with
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What to include?

● Sommerfeld-enhanced annihilation and bound state decay at finite T

● Formation and dissociation of bound states at finite T

● All other surprises at finite T, e.g.,
fine and hyperfine splitting at finite T. 

● Full out-of-equilibrium

How can we theoretically describe all that at once? 
Or, in other words: which EFT and which non-equilibrium quantum field theory?
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Choice

Potential non-relativistic Effective field theory +

Path integral based non-equilibrium quantum field theory
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Scheme QED pairs

Full QED:

--> NR QED --> potential NR QED:

--> Path integral based non-equilibrium QFT:
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Equation of motion
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Closure of correlation function hierarchy

Information of environment implicitly contained in gauge field correlators.
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Splitting the information

Statistical component:

Retarded component:

So, in total we have 4 coupled differential equations, which cover the dynamics 
and the constraint of the statistics and the spectrum (this is the full information).
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The probably most important two
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Generalizations / Consistency checks

● We performed many consistency checks with previous literature results, 
under approximations/limits/neglecting terms in our more general equations.

● DM bound state formation/dissociation at finite temperature now fully 
available. I.e., we can for the first time describe decoupling from ionization 
equilibrium including full finite temperature corrections.

● In vacuum limit of the retarded correlator, the equations reduce to the open 
quantum system treatment, as established in Quarkonia and Dark matter 
over the past 5 years.

● Other interesting cosmological application: free electron evolution during 
CMB decoupling, spin-flip temperature evolution at the cosmic Dawn 
(remember we have anomaly discovery in the latter, while the Hubble 
tension in the former).
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There is even more………….

●  Critical gauge field values can lead to spontaneous extreme behavior of the 
complex valued one point function

● Spontaneous symmetry breaking (local phases become global, spontaneously)
● Gives rise to phenomena like superconductivity, ferromagnetism, ……….. 
● In general, the one point function of the two body field depends on 

TWO LOCAL PHASES

(where one is known in quarkonia, as the ultra-soft gauge transformation)
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Phase transitions described fully dynamically

A spin toy model, keep only mean field:

Self-consistent solution possible!

Where we used the EoM of B field (follows from EoM, note fully quantum!):

to achieve fully closed equations in terms of O correlators.
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Phase transition in toy model

Spontaneous symmetry breaking of the particular phase   
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Discussion

It seems, from our equations, that superconductivity arises, if the other 
phase             becomes spontaneously broken (transition from local to 
global). Then, the B field vanishes, aka, THE MEISSNER EFFECT:

TO MY BEST, after several weeks of studying superconductivity, I coulndt find 
ANY reference that even comes close to our generality of the equations.

We need to develop code to study the DYNAMICAL FORMATION and EXISTENCE of 
phases, such as an
FERROMAGNETIC SUPERCONDUCTING BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATE.
Currently, we dont claim the co-existance or possible formation of such kind of 
fascinating material. Need to solve our equations! Call for help.
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Summary and Conclusion

● !!! Potential non-relativistic effective field theory !!! is powerful, allows to reduce 
the unnecessary complexity of NR EFT to the essential, and I believe it can cope with 
any known low energy physics phenomena and beyond.

● Combined with path-integral based non-equilibrium QFT, our resulting equations 
seem to be able to even cope dynamically with phase transitions.

THIS IS NOT LATTICE!

● General scheme:

Start from a given Lagrangian theory, derive the non-relativistic effective Lagrangian~\
cite{CASWELL1986437, Labelle:1992hd}, project it to the desired N-body state and 
multipole expand the interaction fields which leads to potential-non-relativistic 
effective field theory~\cite{Pineda:1997bj,Brambilla:1999xf,Brambilla:2004jw}, and 
follow the procedure presented here to derive dynamical and spectral functions in the 
Keldysh-Schwinger~\cite{Schwinger:1960qe,Keldysh:1964ud} non-equilibrium 
quantum field theory formalism. The latter assumes that interactions are adiabatically 
switched on, however, initial memory effects can also be included by appropriately 
extending the time contour integration (e.g., needed for MBL theory). Note that this 
formalism can deal with non-hermitian potentials since it is based on the path integral.
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Thank you all!

And in particular I am infinitely thankful to Prof. Nora Brambilla,
for exchanging more than 500 mails over the past 2 month,
for clearing my confusion, for listening, for co-organization of this workshop,
and for the invitation to TUM in March 2021, where everything started.

Grazie!
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